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Abstract  

The United Kingdom, in 2016, conducted a referendum on Britain’s 

membership with the European Union. The ‘Leavers’ front triumphed 

marginally over the ‘Remainers’ side. The departure procedure was dubbed 

‘Brexit’. By 2017, The British Premier, Theresa May, provoked Article 50 

of the Lisbon treaty, which means activating Brexit's negotiation rounds, a 

political act described as unprecedented because the UK is the first-ever 

country to appeal a divorce from the EU. Brexit is arguably a complicated 

phenomenon; thus, this research paper identified the historic milestones 

leading to the 2016 Brexit referendum by shedding light on the 

negotiations space and anticipating a set of agreement zones and examining 

their consequences. Inclusive of the political, economic, and socio-cultural 

future scenarios that could happen from the 2016 Brexit referendum's 

aftermath. The research paper collected a comprehensive set of resources 

from books, journals, articles, and periodicals, along with using official 

UK’s sources. The research methodology approach followed a qualitative 

method. The final conculusion of the research paper stated that, the 

uncertainty of the EU’s prospects and the resurgence of Euroscepticism, 

populism, nationalism, and patriotism in several European countries, 

primarily in France, Netherlands, and Italy. However, UK’s internal 

integration (England, Wales, Northern Ireland, Scotland) will be 

endangered by the possible disintegration.            

 

Keywords: Brexit, European Union, Referendum, Negotiation, 
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 الملخص
أجرت المملكة المتحدة استفتاء على عضوية بريطانيا في االتحاد األوروبي.  ،6102في عام 

غادرة أطلق على إجراء الم ."Remainers" بشكل هامشي على جانب "Leavers" انتصرت جبهة
من  01المادة  ماي،تيريزا  البريطانية،أثارت رئيسة الوزراء  ،6102اسم "بريكست". بحلول عام 
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هو و  األوروبي،مما يعني تفعيل جوالت مفاوضات خروج بريطانيا من االتحاد  لشبونة،معاهدة 
عمل سياسي يوصف بأنه غير مسبوق ألن المملكة المتحدة هي أول دولة على اإلطالق تقدم 

طلب للطالق من االتحاد األوروبي. يمكن القول إن خروج بريطانيا من االتحاد األوروبي ظاهرة ب
ستحدد ورقة البحث هذه المعالم التاريخية المؤدية إلى استفتاء خروج بريطانيا من  وبالتالي،معقدة. 

وعة مجم . بالتزامن مع تسليط الضوء على مساحة المفاوضات وتوقع6102االتحاد األوروبي لعام 
من مناطق االتفاق ودراسة نتائجها. يشمل سيناريوهات المستقبل السياسي واالقتصادي واالجتماعي 

. 6102والثقافي التي يمكن أن تحدث في أعقاب استفتاء خروج بريطانيا من االتحاد األوروبي عام 
نًبا ج والدوريات،جمعت الورقة البحثية مجموعة شاملة من الموارد من الكتب والمجالت والمقاالت 

إلى جنب مع استخدام المصادر الرسمية في المملكة المتحدة. المنهجية المتبعة في هذه الورقة 
البحثية هي طريقة نوعية. يخلص الحكم النهائي لورقة البحث إلى عدم اليقين بشأن آفاق االتحاد 

البلدان  طنية في العديد مناألوروبي وعودة التشكك في االتحاد األوروبي والشعبوية والقومية والو 
يطاليا. ومع  األوروبية، لكة فإن االندماج الداخلي للمم ذلك،وفي المقام األول في فرنسا وهولندا وا 
 .محتملواسكتلندا( سوف يتعرض للخطر بسبب التفكك ال الشمالية،وأيرلندا  وويلز، إنجلترا،المتحدة )

فاوض، ت استفتاء، األوروبي،االتحاد  ألوروبي،االكلمات المفتاحية: خروج بريطانيا من االتحاد 
 .وطنية

Introduction 

The European Union (EU) has been dubbing the United Kingdom (UK) as 

a “reluctant European’ and an ‘awkward member’ since the UK accessed 

the EU. The unoriginality partnership of UK can be traced back to the 

Prime Minister (PM) Churchill, when he envisioned that UK would not be 

part of the European Economic Community (precursor of EU), despite the 

fact, PM Churchill had extolled the purposes and reasons of European 

integration back then. Notwithstanding, UK’ stubborn status-quo had 

changed by the economy’s deterioration and appealed for the membership. 

After two rejections from France, Britain accessed the EEC in 1973. As a 

result, the first Brexit referendum was held in 1975, almost 70% of the 

people endorsed the accession. Contrariwise, the second Brexit conducted 

recently in 2016 had a distinctive characteristic, Britons voted narrowly to 

divorce the European Institution1. It was hence ending a 47-years long 

relationship with the EU2. 

Liberal institutionalism that formed the EU was encountered by the 

resurgence of nationalism and populism in the UK, France, Netherlands, 

                                                           
1 Farrukh, A., & Owais, M. Brexit Implosion: Will Uk Survive the Unity of Kingdom? Journal 

of European Studies (02589680), 36(1), 93–112, (2020).  pp. 93-94. 
2 Taylor, T. Understanding Brexit: Why Britain Voted to Leave the European Union. Emerald 

Publishing Limited, (2017).  pp. 1. 
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and Italy. Exclusively, the current high rate of immigration, domestic 

intrusions by the EU, and EU’s economic mismanagement paved the way 

for Euroscepticism to rise in Europe1. A conspicuous resentment from the 

Nationalist-Anti-Muslim leader of Netherlands explicitly stated, ‘The EU 

took away our identity and national sovereignty. The end is near like the 

Roman Empire, it gone’. This animosity summarizes the entire situation of 

the European countries’ vis-a-vis the EU. 

This research paper's central argument is that the Brexit phenomenon is not 

a recent milestone in Britain’s political history. The cultural-patriotic 

historic roots had impacted UK’s antagonistic attitude towards the liberal 

institutionalist union (EU) incrementally2. Consequently, the historical 

analysis provides a rationale for understanding how and why the 2016 

Brexit referendum occurred. The prolonged political, economic, and socio-

cultural dynamics that deduced the decision to leave the EU, but this is 

only the visible tip of the iceberg, hidden under it a matrix of narratives 

that shaped the UK’ contemporary political attitude3. The paper will also 

examine the possibilities of complex negotiation spaces and potential 

agreement zones. As well as the prospects of the post-Brexit period.     

The topic of the research paper is an essential subject to investigate. The 

enduring disputed negotiations between the two parties (UK and EU) 

constructed several questions, in conjunction with those who believe that 

Western politics are uncriticizable and ideal, thus analyzing exclusively 

Brexit would enable the researchers to acknowledge What and Why things 

went sideways.    
 

Brief History 

To understand the broader scope of the problem, this section of the research 

paper will follow the main historical events that led to Brexit. For starters, 

after the economic ramifications of the first two world wars (World War 1: 

1914-1918) (World War 2: 1939-1945), the European Coals and Steel 

Company was established based on minimizing the future conflicts and 

rebuilding the economy by six European countries (Belgium, France, 

Netherlands, Italy, Germany, and Luxembourg), however, Britain 

abstained from joining. Secondly, the European Union's precursor was 

created by the Treaty of Rome by the same six countries during 1955-57, 

and it was called the European Economic Community (EEC). It enabled 

the Common Market between the members, simplifying international trade 

among them. Thirdly, the EEC’s economic development motivated the 

                                                           
1 Farrukh & Owais. Pp. 98 
2 Mueller, B. What Is Brexit? A Simple Guide to Why It Matters and What Happens Next. 

The New York Times (2019). 
3 Taylor. Pp. 3-4. 
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United Kingdom (UK) to demand a membership in 1961, and in 1967, the 

privilege of France’s veto rejected both demands.  

Nevertheless, the UK became a member of the EEC in 1973, though, after 

two years, only Britain conducted the 1975’s Brexit referendum to 

legitimize the 1973 accession. It was the first referendum to be held on this 

matter. Most citizens voted to remain with a remarkable figure of 64%. 

Since then, the subject of Brexit has been one of the critical political issues 

in the UK, dividing affiliations domestically between Europhiles and 

Eurosceptics1. The Labor Party in the UK promised the people to withdraw 

from EU in the 1983 general election, though the conservative party won 

the election led by Margaret Thatcher (1925-2013)2. Furthermore, the EEC 

had converted to European Union (EU) by the Treaty of Maastricht in 

1993, hence, assigning the members to have a deeper integration in foreign 

policy, security, judicial, and domestic affairs policies. Subsequently, 

resurging the Brexit debate once again. With time, Brexit's issue remained 

on the surface, and citizens became disappointed by the EU's immigration 

and economic policies. Thus, in 2012, the conservative prime minister 

David Cameron pledged the people to conduct a Brexit referendum. If he 

was reelected in the 2015 general election, David reiterated his promise 

and a referendum directed on the 23rd of June 2016. Surprisingly, the 

outcome ruptured people almost equally between the Leave front and 

the Remain side. The left side won by a small margin of 51.9% to 

the remaining side of 48.1%3. This turning point triggered the long-

complicated negotiations between the United Kingdom and the European 

Union, which the research paper will handle in the next section. 

2016 Brexit Referendum Reasoning 

The historical overview made it evident that the United Kingdom (UK) was 

never a natural member of the European Union (EU). The accession of 

1975 to the EU brought up domestic controversy, resulting in a leftwing 

government's referendum to gauge public acceptance. With high turnout 

voters, two-thirds (64%) voted to stay, representing a substantial majority, 

although the debate has been re-surfacing since then. The relationship 

between the UK and the EU has been contrasty from the beginning. The 

antagonistic nature was visualized by the UK and Franco-German axis 

relation hostility, as well as the British refusal of the Charter of 

Fundamental Social Rights of Workers during the period of the Single 

European Act, rejection of common currency of Euro by Maastricht treaty, 

declining the Schengen agreement in 1990, and denial of Fiscal 

                                                           
1 Farrukh & Owais. Pp. 94-95 
2 Smith, S., & Ahmed, S. (2018). Brexit: A systematic critical analysis on the global 

landscape, the Institute for Fiscal Studies (2018) Impact of Brexit on the UK economy. 

Wikipedia contributors. (2019, June 27). Economic effects of Brexit. 
3 Greene, J. M. (2020). Brexit negotiations. Salem Press Encyclopedia, pp 2-3.  
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contributions to the Euro crises especially in 2008. The further integration 

and expansion of the EU exacerbated the situation, remarkably when the 

German foreign minister proposed a European Constitution in the debate 

of the UN's prospects, explicitly offering the union a leading role over its 

members. This, however, was widely rejected by the British government1.  

The UK had avoided the Great Recession (2007-08) that hit the eurozone 

by opting out from the single currency. Indeed, Britain was also affected 

by the Great Recession as the other countries globally, although the effect 

would exaggerate if it had accepted the single currency2. In retrospect, the 

2016 referendum was a predictable move by the British government. The 

UK was regarded as an ‘awkward’ and ‘reluctant’ member of the EU. In 

the post-2008 Great Recession, some European members were sanctioned 

economically due to the high deficiency and financial imbalances. The 

European Commission issued these sanctions under the privilege of the 

2012 Treaty on Stability, Coordination, and Governance in the Economic 

and Monetary Union. Such a treaty gave the European Commission the 

power to impose sanctions on member states. Thus, intensifying 

Euroscepticism because of the undemocratic and technocratic approach of 

the EU3. Similarly, the UK's immigration burden perpetuated the 

eccentricity relation with the EU, especially after 2015, when Arab 

Spring contributed significantly to mobilizing people toward Europe. The 

recovery of sovereignty (take back control), the integrations’ limitation and 

domination, and the disappointment of the EU's undemocratic nature were 

powerfully convincing for the British electorate. Not to mention, the 

announcements of Boris Johnson’s campaign, advocating the virtue of 

breaking up with EU, would bring hundreds of millions weekly to UK’s 

economy, as well as reducing costs of the National Health Service (NHS)4. 

For better understanding, the following section will investigate and 

compare the 1975 and 2016 Brexit referenda results.  

1975 and 2016 Brexit referenda comparison  

The poll surveys conducted during the Brexit campaign (2016) gauged a 

slight advantage for the ‘Remainers’ over the ‘Leavers’; however, polls' 

expectations were reversed with high turnout voters' favor ‘Leavers’. The 

minor triumph of ‘Leavers’ recorded a number of 51.9% with exactly 17.41 

million voters. In contrast, the Pro-Europeanist side lost with 48.1%, with 

finally 16.14 million voters. Only 1.27 million voters were the real decider 

of the 2016 Brexit referendum, polarizing Britain almost in half. To put 

this into perspective, the 1975 Brexit referendum, which was held to 

                                                           
1 Soares, A. G. Studies and comments: Brexit - the 2016 referendum on European union 

membership. Juridical Tribune Journal, Tribuna Juridica, 9(3), 519-534, (2019). pp. 520.  
2 Ibid, pp. 520.   
3 Taylor. Pp. 7 
4 Soares. Pp. 527 
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measure peoples’ satisfaction of UK’s accession to EU in 1973 had 

different outcomes. Surprisingly, the Pro-Europeanist won the referendum 

by almost three-fourths (67%). However, scrutinizing the turnout numbers 

rather than percentages yields various analyses. The ‘Remainers’ side in 

the 1975 Brexit referendum represented 17.37 million voters, and in 2016 

there was a slight drop from the Pro-Europeanist front totaling of 16.14 

million voters. On the flip side, the ‘Leavers’ side numbers showed a major 

increase between the two Brexit referenda, from 8.47 million voters in 

1975 to 17.41 million voters in 2016. Hence the eligible voters of ‘Leavers’ 

side nearly doubled in 2016. The difference shows the real magnitude of 

condescension towards the EU. Of course, the evolution of the EU 

integration had notably contributed to the results1. Truly, there were some 

speculations and doubts vis-a-vis the 2016 Brexit referendum. 

Nonetheless, those arguments were deleted by the high turnout rate that 

reached 72% of 46.5 million eligible voters. This rate of turnout is the 

highest in the past two decades. The aftermath negotiations complexity 

constructed several domestic entanglements. The ‘Leavers’ were worried 

that liberal elites and Brussels bureaucrats would sabotage the Brexit 

process. Still, Theresa May made it clear when she said, ‘Brexit means 

Brexit’, even though she is a Pro-Europeanist, she stood up for the national 

interest2. 

EU’s Mismanagement 

The rise of Euroscepticism abetted the resurgence of nationalism and 

populism in the UK in the face of the increasing immigration and EU’s 

intrusions in domestic interests and security issues. Supplementary, 

the United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP) in the House of 

Commons constructed political fears and speculations. People were 

attracted and appealed by the UKIP’s radical nationalist manifestations, 

granting the UKIP distributing leverage in the European Parliament 

elections in 2014. Besides immigration and sovereignty matters, the 

financial burden and job markets were also affected by immigration, as 

migrants absorb a good chunk of jobs from the economy, thus leaving the 

indigenous citizens jobless. Another real reason is contemporary Euro 

crises3. In 2010, Greece’s insolvency threatened the EU economically. At 

first, the EU abstained from helping Greece. However, the United States 

pressured the EU to take a stance to rescue Greek financial debt crises. 

However, the economic measures undertaken by the EU deepened Greece 

into an economic depression. Consequently, the debt crises became 

                                                           
1 Soares. Pp. 527-528 
2 Taylor. Pp. 1 
3 Aristeidis, S. & Elias, K. Empirical analysis of market reactions to the UK’s referendum 

results – How strong will Brexit be? Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions & 

Money, 53, (2018). 236–286 
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contagious to most eurozone countries, like Ireland, and helped at the end 

of the year1. The eurozone crises kept continuing to hit some EU countries. 

Portugal demanded international financial assistance, as well as Spain’s 

banking sector, requested financial salvages. Thereupon, the EU 

recommended and preferred to replace the prime ministers of both Italy 

and Greece. The eurozone crises entailed the rejection of the Fiscal 

Treaty by Britain in 2012. Similarly, refusal and resentment climate 

prevailed in Europe towards EU. For instance, France witnessed a wave of 

radical populist party’s resurgence, especially in 2014 European election. 

The populist rises in the European parliaments indicated peoples’ 

dissatisfaction with UE’s performance2.  

The intensity between Greece and the EU intensified dramatically in 2015. 

The year 2015 had been the most lugubrious year for the Union. The EU 

counterbalanced Greece's financial turmoil by bank terminations, yet this 

perpetuated and exaggerated nationalists' activeness inside Greece. Indeed, 

ousting Greece from the monetary Union was one of Germany's incentives, 

although France intervened to solve the issue, keeping euro currency in 

Greece. Germany counteracts to Greece debt crises increased international 

indignation; thus, Germany converted the policy regarding the victims of 

the intra-war in Syria to mitigate the international displeasure. 

Consequently, the refugees' rate expanded immeasurably in Global to the 

proliferation of nationalism and xenophobia, with obvious populist 

activism ramifications. Liberal intuitionalists extolled European 

integration; nonetheless, the integration process was impacted by many 

reasons3. Evidentially, the mismanagement of Euro crises, EU involvement 

domestically in the affected states, and contradicting the fundamental 

principles of the Union; human rights, the equality of the membership, and 

the importance of law. Therefore, the sanctions on the governments that 

were shocked by the debt crises affected the people's well-being. Like this, 

the European Union disturbances were not exclusively because of the Euro 

crises but mainly by the path taken by several member states to mitigate 

the situation.  

Considering the EU's political overlap during the last decade, the people of 

Britain witnessed the disastrous events of the euro crises. Indeed, the UK 

is outside the monetary Union, but this did not prevent the people from 

observing the Union's political turmoil, beside the internal ramifications of 

EU membership, immigration, intrusions, financial issues, and sovereign 

limitations. The approach to resolving the Euro crises arguably constructed 

                                                           
1 Steinberg, J.. Brexit and the macroeconomic impact of trade policy uncertainty. Journal of 

International Economics, 117, (2019)175–195 
2 Soares. Pp. 529-530. 
3 Olekseyuk, K., Zoryana, H., & Rodarte, I. Brexit’s negative impacts. Journal of Commerce 

(2019). 
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a peripheral belt, dividing European institutions' countries into two 

categories: the core and the periphery. These events deteriorated the EU's 

reputation among Britain's people, mobilizing them to demand 

discontinuation from the EU1. 

PM David Camron (2010-2016) 

David Cameron, the prime minister of the UK from 2010 until his 

resignation in 2016. Cameron resigned because of the unexpected win for 

the Brexiters. Ironically, the prime minister himself was pro-Europeanist, 

and the 2016 Brexit referendum that was conducted in his period resulted 

in Brexit. Two main things made Camron conduct the controversial 2016 

referendum. First, Camron pledged in 2013 to conduct a Brexit referendum 

if he were re-elected in 2015. Indeed, he won in 2015 elections, mandating 

him to run the 2016 referendum. Second and foremost is the divisions 

inside the conservative party, paralleled with the rise of radical parties like 

the UKIP. Michael Gove, the Justice Minister, explicitly declared that he 

is siding with Brexiters, and six ministers had different agendas regarding 

the referendum with the Prime Minister, Camron. Thus, Camron had no 

choice but to reconcile the party to confront the radical nationalist parties2.  

Although Camron’s expectations were dependent on the declaration issued 

by the European Council Decision of the new relation scheme with the 

United Kingdom, supposing that such announcement would appease the 

incendiary opinions inside the conservative party, nonetheless the party 

remained fractured even though the announcement acknowledged the main 

concerns of Euroscepticism; immigration, sovereignty limitations, 

financial burdens, and social services. The cleavage of the conservative 

party between Europhiles and Eurosceptics was obvious3. The 

conservative party's backbenchers were keen to conduct a referendum on 

the Brexit subject, an appeal that prime minister David Camron ignored. 

His cabinet was mostly in coalition with a pro-Europeanist alliance. 

Despite that, the mismanagement of euro crises and the internal issues of 

EU’s membership emphasized the role of the radical parties, which 

rendered Camron’s approach to ignoring their demands. Along these lines, 

Camron resigned because most people decided to leave the EU, which 

complicated the political situation for him.  

PM Theresa May (2016-2019) 

David Camron's home secretary Theresa May succeeded him, serving as 

prime minister from 2016 until 2019. May was obligated to carry out the 

                                                           
1 Belke, A., Dubova, I. & Osowski, T. 2018. Policy uncertainty and international financial 

markets: the case of Brexit. Applied Economics, 50: 34–35, 3752–3770 
2 Mueller 
3 Bloom, N., Bunn, P., Chen, S., Mizen, P., Smietanka P., Thwaites, G. & Young, G. 2019. 

Brexit and uncertainty: insights from the Decision Maker Panel. Bank of England Working 

Paper No. 780 
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negotiations between the UK and the EU. In January 2017, May listed and 

specified four components mentioned in the Brexit agreement; UK-EU 

economic policies, immigration, security, and worker rights of EU citizens 

living in the UK. Moreover, May appealed to Article 50 of the Lisbon 

Treaty on the 29th of March 2017, announcing the secession negotiations' 

formal two-year period. In June 2017, the first talks took place between 

official delegates from the UK and EU, creating a deadlock conversation. 

May explicitly reported that the EU-UK trade, fishery sector, and borders 

are the topics that the negotiation parties found challenging to solve. In 

November 2019, an agreement was accomplished by May's government 

and the EU; unfortunately, the deal was faced immediately by rejections 

from its party, opposition parties, and the public opinion. Not to mention 

the resignations of official seniors by this agreement. However, May 

insisted on passing the deal inside the parliament. In January 2019, the 

proposal was rejected vastly by 432 against 202 in the parliament, thus 

constructing further political instability. On the 29th of March 2019, the 

two-year deadline period ended with no evident Brexit agreement explicit 

votes failures inside the parliament. Indeed, the EU extended the deadline 

period to the 31st of October 2019. This motivated some to call for a second 

referendum. A recommendation was refused by Brexiters1. Even though 

May is Pro-Europeanist, she praised the majority's well by saying she 

would 'make a success of the Brexit'2. When people feared that technocrats, 

elites, and bureaucrats would corrupt the Brexit process she said 'Brexit 

means Brexit'3. Despite this, she may abdicate the prime minister position 

for her former foreign secretary; Boris Johnson in July 2019, due to Brexit 

negotiations multiple failures.  

PM Boris Johnson  

Replacing Theresa May, Boris Johnson, a Europhile prime minister, 

declared immediately the refusal to resume the withdrawal negotiations 

until the Irish Backstop eliminated from the Brexit agreement. However, 

the European institution announced the deletion of the Irish Backstop is not 

accepted. Johnson was keen and enthusiastic to implement Brexit no matter 

what he pledged the people who would leave the EU on the 31st of October 

2019, neglecting the EU’s confirmation. The no-deal Brexit would pour 

dire consequences on the British economy, a disclaimer ignored by 

Johnson in the sack of achieving successful withdrawal4. However, 

Johnson’s government compromised and consented to Theresa’s 

agreement. However, replacing the Irish Backstop clause from dealing 

                                                           
1 Greene. Pp. 2-3.  
2 Farrukh & Owais. Pp. 95-96. 
3 Taylor. Pp. 1 
4 Armour, J. 2017. Brexit and financial services. Oxford Review of Economic Policy, 33:1, 54–

69; 
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with the UK’s own-established custom laws would give the UK authority 

to construct its international trade deals exclusively and charge tariffs on 

specified products moving between the UK and Northern Ireland. Though 

Boris’s approach to Brexit had struggled to pass by the parliament's 

internal division, demanding an EU extension was essential to overcome 

the conflicted parliament. Therefore, the 31st of October 2019 was 

determined to be the new deadline1.        

Irish Backstop Deal  

The United Kingdom comprises four-member states, England, Scotland, 

Wales, and Northern Ireland. Complicating the withdrawal situation and 

worsening the negotiations between the UK and the EU. Accordingly, 

the Irish Backstop deal was the byproduct of the sensitive geopolitical 

situation between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. Northern 

Ireland combined both the state’s membership with the UK and the cultural 

relations with the Republic of Ireland. The fragile status-quo of Northern 

Ireland was noticeable when political disturbances between the unionists 

and the separatists started in the late 20th century. The violence was 

resolved by the 1998 Good Friday Agreement. To avoid the repetition of 

such conflict, the Irish Backstop deal ensured the temporary 

implementation of the Single Customs between Northern Ireland and the 

Republic of Ireland, bearing that the creation of a hard border between the 

two countries will not be considered. Further, the Irish Backstop will be 

maintained unless the negotiators reached another agreement, the deal 

constructed further fragmentation, parties in Northern Ireland endorsed 

the Irish Backstop agreement. Diversely, the Brexiters rejected the 

agreement based on the complete refusal of remaining in a customs union 

with the EU2.   

UK’s Internal Division 

The 2016 Brexit referendum results were almost identical between 

the Leavers and the Remainers, 51.9% to 48.1%, respectively. The 

electorates were polarized. England and Wales preferred ending the four-

decade EU’s membership. On the contrary, Scotland and Northern Ireland 

were pro-Europeanists3. Similarly, Gibraltar disapproved of Brexit by an 

overwhelmed number of 96%4. Besides, the conflicts between the two 

mainstream parties; the conservative party and the liberal party. Therefore, 

Indigenists extolled patriotism, nationalism, and communitarianism voted 

in favor of leaving the EU. Contrarily, people who advocated 

multiculturism voted in favor of remaining in the EU. the socio-cultural 

                                                           
1 Greene. Pp. 3-4. 
2 Ibid. Pp. 4.  
3 Ibid. Pp. 2-3 
4 Farrukh & Owais. Pp. 99 
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and geopolitical divide added another challenge threatening the UK 

internal security1.  

Scotland  

The potentiality of Scottish independence from the UK re-surfaced by the 

Brexit consequences. On the 18th of September 2014, Scotland executed a 

referendum regarding the divorce of more than three centuries period of 

marriage between Scotland and England. With minor differences, the 

‘Remain with the UK’ triumphed the referendum. In such a way, the 

possibility of the breakup increased, especially when most of the Scottish 

people voted to ‘Remain’ in the 2016 Brexit referendum, in all respects, 

Scotland is more likely to stick with the EU than the UK, according to the 

referenda of 2014 regarding the Scottish independence and 2016 Brexit, 

this could end the Treaty of Union between London and Edinburgh that 

was signed in 1707. The world is shifting drastically. The monarch era had 

ended and being replaced by nation-states and democracy. Thus, Scotland's 

resentment towards the Brexit issue is logical, which is to restore 

nationalism, was not the same motive that led the UK to leave the EU.    

Northern Ireland  

There is also the case of Northern Ireland, where the region was 

characterized by political instability principally between unionists and 

nationalists. The hostile territory was stabilized thanks to the 1998 Good 

Friday Agreement, resolving the prolonged tensions between the UK and 

the Irish government, with the right to conduct self-determination 

referendum whenever they want. Nonetheless, Brexit re-raised the political 

tensions between the governments. Due to the keen desire of Northern 

Ireland to continue in the European Union, the northern Irish citizens felt 

ignored and neglected. Explicitly the UK Supreme Court announced that 

the Assembly of the Northern Ireland's confirmation would not be 

considered in the Brexit process. The resentment of Northern Ireland could 

be exploited politically either by the strong cultural ties with the Republic 

of Ireland or by the European Institutions2. 

Gibraltar  

The people of Gibraltar condemned the Brexit possible outcomes harshly. 

Indeed, it is evident from the 96% of eligible voters preferring to maintain 

ties with the EU because of the sensitive geographical considerations. 

Brexit would eventually disrupt the movements between Gibraltar and 

Spain. The economic ramifications of a hard border would construct 

internal security in Gibraltar. The daily activity of workers, goods, and 

services would be reduced dramatically, re-raising Spanish allegations on 

Gibraltar case. The conditions of the Utrecht Treaty in 1713 gave the 

                                                           
1 Taylor. Pp. 11 
2 Farrukh & Owais. Pp. 107-108 
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authority to Spain to cede Gibraltar to the United Kingdom. Despite the 

treaty, the UK and Spain went through several wars over the territory. 

However, when the EU existed, it de-escalated the conflict. Still, Brexit 

could reignite the Spanish claims over Gibraltar. The smooth ties of Spain 

with the UK before Brexit could be altered vastly when Brexit occurs. For 

instance, lately, the Spanish Foreign minister stated, ‘someone in the UK 

is losing their cool’, a phrase announced when the British implemented an 

alarm over Gibraltar. This situation could also be exaggerated by 

Gibraltar's economic isolation, leaving it to deal only with Andalusia and 

Malta1.         

Negotiation Spaces and Agreement Zones 

The negotiation space is the debatable ground between the UK’s 

government and the European Commission representing state members. 

Eventually, the agreement zones are the Brexit verdicts 2 . There are 

numerous possibilities of judgments that can come out from the negotiation 

space for starters, but there are some salient prospects. The UK could 

follow state models with the UN; these countries have ties with the 

European institution, though they do not have a full membership3. The UK 

might consider the Norway model, Switzerland model, Canada model, 

Ukraine Plus model, and lastly, the Turkey model (sorted by trade and 

integration from the highest to the lowest). Corresponding with UK White 

Paper, the models will serve as a foundation type of relation with the EU. 

From the outset of Brexit negotiations, Britain briefed the White Paper's 

12 main negotiation objectives4. From these lines, comparing and aligning 

UK’s 12 goals with countries models would give us which model is most 

likely to be considered by the British government.  

On the other hand, the EU stance is quite complicated for several reasons. 

According to the European Commission, the EU trade law should be 

constructed and applied transparently and democratically to ensure 

economic development and a capable labor force. Two, EU negotiators' 

public dependency on information, following the member states' received 

procedures, and negotiations accountability from various parties; EU civil 

society, EU parliament, and member states placed the EU in a political jam. 

The EU has three trade deals: 

1. Customs Union 

2. Association Agreements, Stabilization Agreements, Free Trade 

agreements 
                                                           

1 Ibid. Pp. 110-111 
2 Smith & Ahmed 
3 Zaidi, S., Wang, X., & Ahmed, S. (2017). Brexit: A review of impact on future of United 

Kingdom outside the European Union, International Journal of Modern Research in 

Management, (IMR- IJMRM), 1 (1), pp. 14-33. 
4 Ott, U. F., & Ghauri, P. N. (2019). Brexit negotiations: From negotiation space to agreement 

zones. Journal of International Business Studies, 50(1), 137, pp. 139. 
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3. Economic and Cooperation Agreements (in order from most liberal 

trade to the least) 

There are several agreement zones. Each agreement zone could reflect 

different approaches and consequences for both negotiated parties. Hence, 

this part of the research paper will investigate Hard Brexit, soft Brexit, and 

mixed method1. 

Hard Brexit 

Firstly, the Hard Brexit advocates restrictions on people's free movement 

between the United Kingdom and the European Union, adopting a single 

market trade approach, and no divorce payment. This kind of deal is at one 

end of the agreement spectrum, hence from the dubbed name (Hard 

Brexit), it envisages distancing and cutting the formal ties with the EU. 

Radical nationalists’ parties extoll this approach. However, eliminating 

free mobilization of people between the EU and the UK allows the 

movement of goods, services, and capital-constructed negotiation impasse. 

The primary principle of the EU is the free movement of the four. Thus, it 

is indivisible to grant three out of four. This deadlock could eventually end 

up in a No Deal option2. Consequently, the UK will take control if No deal 

option struck. The EU will counteract the Hard Brexit by tit for tat. Thus, 

the narrow agreement zone that the Hard Brexit creates exaggerates the 

problematic situation. The UK presupposed that liberty, especially freedom 

in establishing trade deals with another country, would be the post-Hard 

Brexit situation, pouring economic benefits and taking control of 

sovereignty. However, the UK will mostly absorb its sovereignty 

eradicated by European integration for more than four decades, although 

this will not be the case economically. Developed countries prefer to 

establish trade agreements with the EU because of the purchasing power 

that the EU has and dealing with a supranational union is more superficial 

than dealing unilaterally with each state. Moreover, banks will suffer 

drastically from Brexit, consequently affecting Britain’s economy. As the 

banks' sector represents the highest single export in the UK. De facto, 

$67bn alone, is the annual business outcome from financial services. JP 

Morgan Chase in 2019 had hazarded; that at least Four thousand jobs will 

be lost, yet this number would inflate if Hard Brexit took place. Treating 

EU’s citizens as foreigners, plus excluding them from Britain’s National 

Health Service (NHS) under Hard Brexit, seemed radical. Thereupon, the 

business of universities in the UK will be primarily affected by the 

restrictions on EU’s students3. 

                                                           
1 Petrescu, M., & Bhatli, D. What’s Next for Brexit? Six Possible Outcomes. Journal of 

Management Research, 13(1), (2017). 55-62. See 

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2009/december/tradoc_145614.pdf 
2 Ott & Ghauri. Pp. 144 
3 Farrukh & Owais. Pp. 101 
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Soft Brexit 

Asymmetrically, Soft Brexit is on the opposite side of the negotiation 

spectrum. This mild deal would accept free trade, free movement, and 

granting the EU's financial and bank sectors to operate in the UK and vice 

versa. This approach is like the case of the Norway model. Indeed, Norway 

is not a member of the EU, although it has strong ties with it. Norway is in 

the single market, which means there is a high level of trade integration 

between EU and Norway, as well as Norway is mandated to pay almost 

400 million euros annually in grants. Plus, the free movement of people 

between Norway and the European Union. For the UK to implement the 

Norway model, it must contribute annually for the single market, although 

this would contradict the White Paper. Unlike the Hard Brexit, the Soft 

Brexit will considerably accelerate the negotiations space to reach 

agreement zones. Eventually, the Soft Brexit goes antagonistically with the 

UK's main principles from Brexit, i.e., immigration control, exiting from 

the European Court of Justice (ECJ)1. Briefly, the Norway model opposes 

the UK’ approaches. The UK might consider the single market of the 

Switzerland model, which specifies the number of sectors exclusively to 

be in the single market. Anyway, the White paper explicitly states the 

rejection of the free movement of people2.  

Mixed deal 

Inclusively, the Mixed deal or Concessionary Brexit comprises of both 

deals, the Hard and Soft Brexit. This approach will have multiple 

possibilities and scenarios in accessing the EU’s market, goods, services, 

capital, and labor force. In this fashion, the Ukraine Plus, Turkey, and 

Canada models are primary possibilities for UK officials. The UK focused 

and appealed more to Ukraine Plus Model with some modifications 

(Unique UK model). The Unique UK model will be meticulously on 

immigration, trade agreements, and restoring sovereignty3. Hence, the 

Unique UK approach is in the middle of the negotiation spectrum, allowing 

it to be flexible and feasible. 

Future Prospects 

The post-Brexit era has economic uncertainty prospects for the UK4. 

Notably, the UK is dependent economically on the EU. A mere ten percent 

only is the EU’s exports to Britain. Although, four times more (40%) UK’s 

export to the EU5. Indeed, the UK’s economy remained consistent since 

the 2016 Brexit referendum and its ramifications. Even though the 
                                                           

1Zaidi, Wang & Ahmed. Pp. 14-33 
2 Ott & Ghauri. Pp. 146 
3 Ibid. Pp. 147 
4 Bouoiyour, J. & Selmi, R. 2018. Are UK industries resilient in dealing with uncertainty: The 

case of Brexit. Forthcoming in The European Journal of Comparative Economics, 15:2, 277–

292 
5 Ibid. Pp. 139 
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predictions presumed a gloomy economy, the negotiation’s dilemma 

between the UK and the EU could repel Britain's investors. For example, 

in 2019, Honda closed its factory in Wiltshire, and Nissan had declared that 

they would move to Japan. In that year only, the investment in the 

automobiles sector dwindled by 50%1. Additionally, Britons' economic 

expectation about leaving the EU excessively high, anticipating an increase 

in wages and social services. However, disillusionment will prevail due to 

the impacted economy. Similarly, the UK and EU's migration imbalances 

would construct a social plight because the UK’s elderly people exceed 

considerably aged citizens in the EU2. Subsequently, the labor market in 

the UK will be affected due to this demographic phenomenon. To remedy 

this social dilemma, the UK will be obligated to issue taxes on health 

services and pensions. The economic ambiguity that corresponds to the 

complexity of Brexit negotiations leaves Britain in an unenviable position. 

The UK will exit the European trade and customs area by the end of 

January 2021, while talks are still stalled over the issue of fishing rights 

and fair-trade rules. The two sides warned that a result was not guaranteed. 

The same major differences of opinion remain. British negotiators 

expressed their desire to do the utmost best to reach an agreement, and both 

sides will continue negotiating until it becomes clear that this is the case. 

One of the basic European demands for the post-Brexit period is the 

commitment to "equality and fairness", with the imposition of trade 

sanctions if any of the parties deviate from the agreed rules, but Britain 

does not want to abide by laws set in Brussels. Another contentious issue 

is the issue of fishing. London is demanding to reduce the access of 

European fishermen to its waters by 80%. Fishing given to the British in 

the Atlantic and Gulf of Gascony. 

Conclusion 

To conclude, the historic overview made it indisputable that UK had been 

the unnatural, awkward, reluctant partner for the EU since Britain’s 

accession in 1973, considering the conservative essence of the Britons and 

the glorification of the UK’s institutions and monarchs. Coincidingly, the 

EU’s intrusions in internal affairs, immigration crises, and the dwindled 

economy collectively abetted the resurgence of Euroscepticism, 

nationalism, and populism in the UK in France, Italy, and Netherlands. 

Hence, the Brexit referendum was conducted twice in the UK’s political 

history with the EU in 1975 and, most recently, in 2016. The 1975 Brexit 

referendum was approved by almost 70% of eligible voters, bearing in 

mind the primitive integration of the European Economic Community 

(EEC), appealing to the government and society to overcome the UK's 

                                                           
1 Driffield, N. & Karoglou M. 2019. Brexit and foreign investment in the UK. Journal of the 

Royal Statistical Society: Series A (Statistical Society), 182:2, 559–582 
2 Olekseyuk, Zoryana, & Rodarte 
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economic deterioration. On the contrary, the 2016 Brexit referendum had 

different narratives, resulting in a narrow victory for the Brexiters. The 

EEC's evolution to the European Union (EU) constructed disdains inside 

Britain, especially from patriotic-nationalist parties. Therefore, David 

Camron reiterated his promise to conduct a referendum in 2016 if he was 

re-elected. Consequently, ending more than four decades of marriage 

between the UK and the EU. The prolonged 2016 Brexit negotiations went 

through three prime ministers (David Camron, Theresa May, Boris 

Johnson). Evidently, showing the magnitude of the complications and the 

complexities of UK and EU opposing objectives. Exclusively, in trade and 

immigration negotiations. Considering the possible models that the UK 

might follow reduced the asymmetries between the negotiators lightly. 

Examining each negotiation space, the research concluded the Ukraine 

Plus Model's suitability with some modification (Unique UK model). This 

Mixed approach combines both Hard and Soft Brexit1. 

The post-Brexit era will affect both parties (UK and EU). On the one hand, 

if Brexit succeeded, it would serve as model for other European countries 

to follow the same path, primarily with the resurgence of Euroscepticism, 

thus leaving the EU’s future at stake. On the other hand, the peaceful 

independence movement knocked the UK’s door multiple times. By 

Scotland and Northern Ireland. In fact, in May 2018, a survey aimed to 

gauge the satisfaction of Northern Ireland people about Brexit, it resulted 

in almost 70% of voters rejecting leaving the EU. Scotland in 2014 

conducted an independence referendum, 45% of whom voted for 

independence, the aftermath of Brexit could increase this percentage, and 

Scotland could gain its independence. Besides, there is also the case of 

Gibraltar. In the 2016 Brexit referendum, 96% of eligible voters endorsed 

the ‘Remainers’ front. Logically this percentage is average because it will 

harden labor and capital between Gibraltar and Spain. Additionally, this 

geopolitical situation could re-surface tensions between Spain and Britain 

over Gibraltar. All in all, the post-Brexit period's political impact on the 

UK is more significant than the economic ramifications.     
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